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When does LCM-stability ensure flatness
at primes of depth one?
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Let Rbe a, Noetherian integral domain and let M be an R-module. We say
that M is LCM-stable over R if (aR n bR)M = aM n bM for any elements a,beR
(cf. [1], [5]). F. Richman [4] proved that when A is an overring of R, that is,
A is an intermediate ring between R and the field of quotients K(R) of R, A is
flat over R if and only if A is LCM-stable over R. The obstruction ideal ^R(A)
(cf. [3]) has only depth one prime divisors. So if A is flat over JR at primes of
depth one, A is flat over R. Therefore the following question will arise:

When is the LCM-stable R-module M flat over R at each prime of depth one?
It is known that there is a module which is flat over a Noetherian normal

domain R at each prime of depth one but is not LCM-stable over R. Our objective
is to prove the following result which shows that the LCM-stable module over a
Noetherian integral domain is not necessarily flat at primes of depth one:

Let R be a Noetherian integral domain and let M be a torsion-free, finite
/^-module. Assume that M is LCM-stable over R. Then M is reflexive if and
only if Mp is flat over Rp for each peDpt(R) (: = {peSpec K|depth JR̂  = 1}),
i.e., M is flat over R at primes of depth one.

The following notation is fixed throughout this paper:
R denotes a (commutative) Noetherian integral doamin,
K the field of quotients of R,
R the integral closure of R in K and
M a non-zero torsion-free finite R-module.

We start with the following definition.

1. DEFINITION. Regard M as an fl-submodule of MK: = M®RK. Define
by

2. ROPOSITION. ^ (M) is an integral domain which contains R and is
integral over R.

PROOF. It is obvious that ^ (M) is an integral domain which contains R.
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Let {ml9..., mn} be a set of generators of M. For any a e ^(M), am^= Za^m,-
(aijER). Thus det(ocdij — aij) = 0, where dtj is Kronecker symbol, since M is
torsion-free. This yields an integral dependence of a over R. Q. E. D.

3. We call ^ (M) a full coefficient ring of an K-module M. R is said to be
full on M if

4. DEFINITION. An K-module N is called LCM-stable over R if
(aR n bR)M = aM n bM for any elements #, b e R.

5. PROPOSITION. If M is LCM-stable over R, R is full on M.

PROOF. For a e ^(M), put / a = {a e fl|aa e K}, which is a non-zero ideal of
jR. Then we have that <xeR if and only if Ia = R. Suppose that I^R and put
(x = b/a (a, beR). It is easy to see that Ia = (a/b)R(]R. By the LCM-stability
of M, (aR fl b#)M = aM n fcM. This yields (R n (a/b)R)M = (a/b)M n M. Hence
since ot — bja e 3$(M), we have (bja)M^M and hence M^(a/b)M. So IaM = M.
Since M is a non-zero torsion-free finite K-module, we have /a = 0, which is
absurd. Hence Ja = R and consequently ae i? . Q.E.D.

6. Let JV be an ^-module and N*: =HomR(N, R) an tf-dual of JV. If N
is torsion-free over R9 a canonical R-homomorphism N-^N** is injective. N is
called reflexive if this canonical homomorphism is bijective.

7. REMARK. Let N, Nl9 N2 be ^-modules. Then it is easy to see that:
(i) Nl®N2 is LCM-stable (resp. reflexive) over R if and only if both Nt and N2

are LCM-stable (resp. reflexive) over R.
(ii) N is LCM-stable (resp. reflexive) over R if and only if so is Np for any

p e Spec R.

The next result will be required in the proof of Theorem 9 below.

8. PROPOSITION ([6]). Assume that R is a finite R-module. Then for
p e Dp^R), either p e Assp(R/R) or Rp is a discrete valuation ring.

9. THEOREM. Assume that R is a finite R-module and that M is LCM-
stable over R. Then the following statements are equivalent:

( i ) M is reflexive,
(ii) Mp is reflexive for any p £ Dpt(R),
(iii) Mp is flat over Rp for any p e Dpt(R).

PROOF. (i)->(iii): Take peDpt(R). If Rp is a discrete valuation ring,
Mp is flat (free) over Rp because M is a torsion-free finite R-module. We assume
that Rp is not a discrete valuation ring. By Proposition 8, p e AssR(R/R). We
may assume that R is a local ring with the maximal ideal meDp^R). Let
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A = {<xeK\I(X = R or Ja = m}. Then A is an overring of R and integral over R
(cf. the proof of Proposition 3). It is easy to see that the conductor &(A/R) = m.
For feM* = HomR(M, R\ if /(M)c£m then f(M) = R and hence R is a direct
summand of M. Let M = M'®R® •••©#, where M' does not contain R as a direct
summand. We shall show that M' = 0. Suppose the contrary. We may assume
that M does not contain R as a direct summand. Since M is LCM-stable, we
have &(M) = R by Propositions. If we suppose that (j)eM** = HomR(M*, R)
is such that 0(M*)$£m, then (f)(M*) = R. So M* contains Rasa direct summand
and hence M** = M contains R as a direct summand, which is absurd. So for
any <j) e M**, we have </>(M*) c m. Since ^(A/R) = m, for any a e 4̂, ac/>(M*) c R.
This implies that &(M**)^A. But since @(M**)=<%(M) = R, we have 4 = /*,
that is, m = ^(A/R) = R, a contradiction.

(iii)->(i): Since M £ M 0 R K and M®RK is a X-vector space, we have
M^M**^M®RK. Suppose that M^M**. For any peAssR(M**/M), we
have depth Mp = l. [Indeed, suppose depth Mp>l. Then there exist a, bep
such that a, b is an Mp-sequence. so aMp C\bMp = abMp. Since pe
AssK(M**/M), there exists meM** with ,4nnpm = pJRp, where m denotes the
residue class of m in M**/M. Since a, bep, both am and fern belong to M.
Hence abmeaMp 0 bMp = abMp. Consequently, meMp, which contradicts
the choice of m.] Since M is LCM-stable, depth Mp = l implies depth #p = l.
[Indeed, suppose depth Rp>l. There exist a, bep such that a, b is an Re-
sequence. So a#p C\bRp = abRp. Thus (aRp n &/?p)Mp = fl6Mp. As Mp is
LCM-stable over Rp, abMp = aMp n ftMp. But since rfepfft Mp = l, the homo-
thety:

Mp\aMp -±> Mp\aMp

is not injective, which implies that aMp n bMp^abMp, which is absurd.] Since
Mp is flat over Rp, M** = (M**)p = Mp. Hence p £ AssR(M**/M), which con-
tradicts the choice of p.

is obvious. Q. E. D.

10. PROPOSITION . Assume that K is a finite R-module. If both M and
= HomR(M, R) are LCM-stable over R, then M is reflexive over R.

PROOF. By Theorem 9, we have only to show that Mp is flat over Rp for any
R). Suppose the contrary. Then there exists peAssR(R/R). Delete a

direct summand R®--®R of M if necessary. We may assume that for any
feM*J(Mp)<=Rp. Then we have @(M*)^Rp. [Indeed, let/ ls...,/n be gener-
ators of M* and put I=fl(Mp)-\-—hfn(Mp)^pRp. Take a non-zero element
a el with I£aRp. Then there exists beRp / aRp such that bI^aRp because

R). Thus b/aeK / Rp and (b/a)I^R. Hence (b/a)M*£M*. So
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blae@(M*) / Rp.~] But M* is LCM-stable over R and hence M* is LCM-
stable over Rp, which is absurd (Proposition 5). Q. E. D.

11. COROLLARY. Assume that R is a finite R-module. If both M and
M* are LCM-stable over R, then Mp is flat over Rpfor any p e Dpt(R).

PROOF. By Proposition 10, M is reflexive. The conclusion follows from
Theorem 9. Q. E. D.

Now we make preparations for Theorem 15 below which was our main target.

12. Let A be a ring extension of R. The following ideal is introduced in

[3]:

&R(A):= {aeR\a^0, All/a'] is flat over K[l/a]} U {0}.

This ideal is called the obstruction ideal of flatness.

13. An integral domain A is said to be a locally simple extension of R if
for each prime ideal p of R, there exists an element a of A such that Ap = Rp[pi],

14. PROPOSITION ([3]). Let A be a finite extension of R. If A is locally
simple over R, then each prime divisor of ^R(A) is of depth one, i.e., depth
Rp = l for any prime divisor of ^R(A).

Combining Proposition 14 with Theorem 9, we have the following result:

15. THEOREM. Assume that R is a finite R-module. Let A be a finite,
locally simple extension of R. Then if A is reflexive and LCM-stable over R,
A is flat over R.
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